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1. Overview  

Chunghwa Telecom concentrates on the research and 

development of artificial intelligence (AI). Combining deep 

learning platform and computing service (i.e. Deep Learning 

Computing Services), we provide GPU computing, variety of AI 

training models as well as AI toolkits. In addition to that, UI 

makes it easier to implement AI-related jobs for the clients. This 

document demonstrates how to develop and utilize AI function 

through deep learning service step by step.  

2. About Deep Learning Computing 

Services 

Based on AFM/ACM framework by Cloud Computing Lab 

of Chunghwa Telecom Laboratories, Deep Learning Computing 

Services is given on IoT Platform. The platform provides 

intuitive user portal while the Deep Learning Computing 

Services allows makers to apply AI technique fast by various AI 

models, high-speed GPU computing environment, and charge 

on demand for cost considerations.  

The service is built on deep learning program uploaded by 

AI expert in advance. Each set of program includes Training 

Function, Testing Function, and Inference Function. We plan to 

add variety of training models such as CNN and RNN. Users can 

use AI models described above by the following processes: 

(1) Upload training dataset 

(2) Choose Training Function 



(3) Execute training and validation process  

(4) Model generated 

 

 

 

2.1 About User Portal 

    Portal has been initially completed. Follow the steps below 

to convert the dataset into an AI model: 

Step1. Create project 

 

 



 

 

Step2. Upload deep learning algorithms 

 

 

Step3. Upload training and testing dataset 

 



 

Step4. Run algorithm to generate a model 

 

 

Step5. View training history in Log 

 



 

Step6. View the generated model and output information 

 

 

Step7. Get model testing accuracy  

 



 

3.  Example of Deep Learning 

Computing Services 

3.1 Scenario：AI application of Deep 

Learning Computing Services for the 

maker 
 Maker profile 

 Industry: fashion business  

 AI demand: 

 Fast develop a bot for personalized clothing collocation  

 The bot should serve Chinese customers around the world 

as dressing consultant and assist in purchasing clothing online 

 Use cloud service to reduce the cost on AI Bot operations 

 Resources possessed by the proprietor: 

 Database of customer transactions  

 Knowledge base of clothing collocation  

 Acquired data from the customer (input to the bot):  

 WebCam: return images of the current clothing and facial 

expression from the customer 

 Input text or microphone voice instantly: the customer 

interacts with the bot by natural language 

 

3.2 How does the maker use AI tools 

on the platform? 



Step1: Through the portal, choose an AI model on demand and 

put part of dataset to do a test.   

 If the model satisfies the needs, go to step 2. 

 Otherwise, upload training data to customize training model. 

 

 

 

Step2: AI API of the bot (RestFul Web Interface) 

 


